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Been holdin' up the world too much for too long
Given away yourself with what you've taken on
How do you find the strength day after day?
How do you stand up straight when someone else
would break?
Maybe ya gotta stop for a minute before you hit the wall
If you need a place to fall when it all comes crashin'
down
A place to fall and you need it right now
You can stop the show, you can let yourself let go
I'm right here, it's okay to breathe, fall into me
Yeah, fall into me, yeah
Been battlin' your pride, afraid you won't win
It's not a sign of weakness to let somebody in
Maybe ya gotta stop for a minute before you hit the wall
If you need a place to fall when it all comes crashin'
down
A place to fall and you need it right now
You can stop the show, you can let yourself let go
I'm right here, it's okay to breathe, fall into me
You're the only one that matters
And I will never let you shatter, let you shatter, let you
Been holdin' up the world, too much for too long
If you need a place to fall when it all comes crashin'
down
A place to fall and you need it right now
You can stop the show, you can let yourself let go
I'm right here, it's okay to breathe, fall into me
Place to fall, fall into me
Place to fall when it call comes crashing down
Place to fall, fall into me, fall into me
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